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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe the national priority setting process for the public health system in Brazil, evaluating the process using the ethical framework Accountability for Reasonableness, and equity considerations highlighted in the 2008 WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health. We searched the Brazilian Ministry of Health website for documents that described priority setting within the Brazilian National Health Care System (SUS). The National Health Conference (CNS) has been defined by the Ministry of Health as the democratic priority setting forum for SUS. The most recent such conference (13th CNS, 2007) is the subject of this paper.

Our analysis suggests that the process of priority setting within SUS has not yet achieved the ethical standards of legitimacy and fairness, and that inequitable distribution of decision making power under-represents users in poor areas. The unmet need for hospital care for children in Brazil, which reflects a remarkable inequality of opportunity for human development, may be a product of poor priority setting processes and inequity in representation.
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Introduction

The 2008 World Health Organization (WHO) Commission on Social Determinants of Health recommended promoting health equity through actions on the social determinants of health(1). Brazil was a partner on that commission, and the federal government has been proactive to address social inequities. National policies such as Bolsa Familia, the largest conditional cash transfer program in the world, received special recognition for equalizing income distribution(2). Bolsa Familia was meant to improve access to primary education and health care for the poorest families. In addition, the Family Health Program (PSF) developed by the federal government, during the last 18 years, has led to remarkable improvements on health indicators across the emerging Brazilian nation(1).

Despite improvements in primary health care, the Brazilian Universal Health Care System (SUS) currently faces challenges in delivering universal and equitable health care to 190 million Brazilians(3). Allocation decisions and planning occur at National Health Conferences held every four years in accordance with federal law 8.142. The most recent one (13th CNS, 2007) is the subject of this paper.

The ethics framework Accountability for Reasonableness (A4R)(4) outlines the conditions that decision makers must fulfil to ensure legitimate and fair priority setting. A4R has been recognized as a significant advance in studying priority setting in health services research(5). Developed in the context of managed care reform in the United States, the framework has been validated in the Canadian [public] health system(6) and in several other countries(4).

The purpose of this paper is to describe the priority setting process for the public health system in Brazil, and evaluate it using the conditions of A4R and the equity considerations highlighted in the 2008 WHO Commission.

Methods

We have searched the Brazilian Ministry of Health website www.saude.gov.br for documents that described priority setting within SUS. The CNS has been defined, by the Ministry of Health, as the democratic priority setting forum for SUS. The 13th CNS was held in 2007 with the following objectives:

Evaluate the status quo of health in Brazil according to the SUS framework;

Define the guidelines to ensure health as a fundamental human right and State policy;

Define the guidelines to enable strengthened social participation to ensure full implementation of SUS.

Shortly after the 13th CNS the Ministry of Health published the four-year plan for allocating R$ 89.4 billion for 73 measures and 165 goals for SUS. The legal document that has set the rules for the 13th CNS, as well as the document Mais Saúde: Direito de Todos, the four-year (2008-2011) priority setting plan for SUS, were analyzed using the four conditions of A4R (see Box 1)(7). Equity concerns were addressed by considering decision making power of users of the system as recommended by the 2008 WHO commission(1).

Results

The priority setting context

The 13th CNS occurred in all jurisdiccional levels in three distinct phases: Municipal, State and Federal, through the following process: each jurisdiccional health council was required to elect an ad hoc committee and produce a priority setting report for health policies concerning a core subject pre-determined by the CNS committee. In 2007 the theme was “Health and Quality of Life: State Policies and Development”, which was broken down in 3 sub-themes: 1. Challenges to ensure health as a human right in the XXI century: State, Society and Development Patterns.

2. Public health policies and quality of life: (the role of) SUS in Social Security and the “Pacto pela Saúde” (Pact for Health).
3. Societal participation in the accomplishment of health as a human right.

Each sub-theme was to be discussed, according to pre-determined scripts, in a round table format. The municipal reports were sent to the State committee and the State reports, along with the Federal District report, were sent to the ad hoc national committee. Ten discussion groups during the last five days of the National Health Conference debated and voted for the health policies proposed by the State jurisdictions. Proposed policies receiving 70% of votes and approval by 6 of 10 discussion groups became policy. Proposals receiving 30% to 69% of votes could become policy upon receiving 50% plus one vote in a final voting round. The policies were gathered in a final report and sent to the National Health Council and to the Ministry of Health. This final document is meant to provide the basis for four years of priority setting for the Universal Health Care system in Brazil.

The participants
The participants of the 13th CNS included:
- 50% users of SUS (i.e. members of the public);
- 25% elected representatives of health professionals;
- 25% elected representatives of managers and providers of public health services.

Analysis using Accountability for Reasonableness

Relevance
The rationales for the themes and sub-themes of the 13th CNS and the decision making process to formulate those rationales were not stated in the document that set the rules for the CNS. The reports from the Municipal and State levels with the proposed health policies and the rationales for the policies were sent exclusively to the ad hoc national committee. Because the rationales were not publicly accessible it was not possible to determine whether the relevance condition had been met.

Publicity
The comprehensive document Mais Saude: Direito de Todos, describing the allocation of resources for SUS from 2008 to 2011, was made available in the Ministry of Health website (www.saude.gov.br). This document does not describe the rationales for the specific allocation of resources, nor were the rationales the subject of active public debate. Therefore, the publicity condition of Accountability for Reasonableness was not met.

Appeals
There is no appeal mechanism described in the priority setting process of the 13th CNS. Although there is a clearly structured leadership, that did not in itself guarantee the participants an opportunity to appeal decisions.

Enforcement
There was no explicit mechanism to ensure that the above three conditions were met. Therefore, the enforcement condition of Accountability for Reasonableness was not met.

Equity Considerations
The number of participants per State was proportional to the State population. From the poorer Northeastern States there were 358 SUS users representing 51 million people (1 per 142,000), as compared to 546 participants from the most prosperous Southeastern States representing 79 million people (1 per 145,000). In the Northeast 97% of people rely exclusively on SUS for an effective representation of 1 per 137,000 users; whereas in the Southeast only 50% of people rely exclusively on SUS for an effective representation of 1 per 73,000 users.

Discussion
Health care is important in human development and societal welfare(2). In Brazil, two health care systems co-exist: the public system (Unified Health System-SUS) and the private system (Supplementary Health System-SHS). The report by the World Bank on SUS(3) highlights the lack of accountability and evidence-based planning for health policies and interventions in all jurisdiction levels. The priority setting process in the states and municipalities was considered compromised by the “lack of capacity to develop evidence-based plans to guide their [states and municipalities] health policies and interventions” (3). Those findings, in agreement with our analysis using the ethical framework Accountability for Reasonable-
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ness, suggest that the process of priority setting within SUS has not yet achieved the ethical standards of legitimacy and fairness.

The percentage of the population relying exclusively on SUS varies according to the geographic region from a low of 50% to a high of 97% (8). This means that proportional representation by population under represents users in poor areas, the reverse of what would be appropriate where equity concerns guide representation as suggested by WHO. Furthermore, the vast majority of children from 0 to 19 years of age do not have access to the Supplementary Health System (SHS), and there is clear evidence of unmet need of hospital care for this age group (3, 9, 10) as well as in other countries (11, 12), representing a generational equity challenge and a challenge to the notion of equality of opportunities.

The priority setting process we have described and evaluated concerns exclusively the public health care system (SUS). This is an important limitation of our study. The (private) Supplementary Health System (SHS) accounts for more than 50% of health care expenditure in Brazil, although it serves less than 30% of the population (8). Evidence suggests the two systems compete unfairly for resources and, therefore, priority setting in either system will have an impact on the other (13, 14). Specifically, the private system will draw human resources from the public system and will not necessarily allocate according to considerations of medical need, legitimate process, or health equity (15). Accordingly, the public health system in Brazil faces an even larger challenge to meet these ethical goals.

Conclusions

According to the documents analyzed:
1. The priority setting process for SUS does not meet the ethical standards set by the four conditions of Accountability for Reasonableness;
2. People in poorer regions have less voting power in the priority setting process within the public system, as well as less access to private insurance;
3. The unmet need for hospital care for children, which reflects a remarkable inequality of opportunities for human development, may be a product of poor priority setting processes and inequity in representation.
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